Abstract. We present an algorithm for constructing a tree to satisfy a set of lineage constraints on common ancestors. We then apply this algorithm to synthesize a relational algebra expression from a simple tableau, a problem arising in the theory of relational databases.
1. A tree discovery problem. In a rooted tree, the lowest common ancestor of two nodes x and y, denoted (x, y), is the node a that is an ancestor of both x and y such that no proper descendant of a is also an ancestor of both x and y. Suppose we are told a tree T has leaves numbered 1, 2, .., n, and we are given a set of constraints on the lowest common ancestors of certain pairs of leaves. In particular, suppose the constraints are of the form (i,/) < (k, l) where /" and k 1, meaning that the lowest common ancestor of and j is a proper descendant of the lowest common ancestor of k and l. Note that the order of and j in (i, j) and of k and in (k, l) are irrelevant. From a set of constraints of this form, can we reconstruct T, or determine that no such tree exists? Example 1. Suppose we are given the constraints (1.1)
(1, 2) < (1, 3), (3, 4) < (1, 5), (3, 5)< (2, 4) . One possible tree T consonant with these constraints is shown in Fig. 1 . However, if we add the constraint (4, 5) < (1, 2), then it can be shown that no tree can simultaneously satisfy all these constraints. In this paper we give an efficient algorithm for solving this problem. We then present an application of this algorithm to the problem of synthesizing a relational algebra expression from a simple tableau.
2. Finding the tree. The central idea behind the solution is to determine for a potential tree T the sets of leaves that are descendants of each child of the root of T. Call these sets $1, $2,'", St. We may assume r=>2, since if a tree satisfying a set of constraints exists, we can find another tree satisfying the same set of constraints if we merge each node having one child with that child. In Example 1, we have $1 {1, 2} and Sz {3, 4, 5}.
There are two conditions that these sets must satisfy for each constraint (i, ])< (k, t).
(1) and ] must be in the same set. Otherwise (i,/') is the root of T, and the root cannot be a proper descendant of (k, l).
(2) Either k and are in different sets, or i,/', k and are all together in one set.
Otherwise (i, ]) cannot be a proper descendant of (k, l). We shall also show that conditions (1) and (2) are sufficient. Thus, if we can partition the nodes into two or more sets satisfying (1) and (2) , and if we can recursively build trees for each set, then a tree exists; otherwise, one does not.
Given a set of constraints C, we define a partition rrc on the leaves 1, 2,..., n using the following rules" (3) No two leaves are in the same block of rrc unless it follows from (1) and (2) . Example 2. rrc for the constraints given in Example 1 is {1, 2}, {3, 4, 5}. Note that no instance of rule (2) is used. If we add to (1.1) the constraint (4, 5) < (1, 2) , to obtain the set (1, 2) < (1, 3), (3, 4) < (1, 5), (3, 5)< (2, 4) , (4, 5) < (1, 2), then by rule (2) the two blocks must be merged, yielding a trivial partition. Since a necessary condition for the existence of a tree is that rrc have more than one block, we can immediately infer that this new set of constraints is not satisfied by any tree.
In Fig. 2 we present a recursive algorithm to build a tree T satisfying a set of constraints C on a nonempty set of nodes S. It returns the null tree if no tree exists. The basic idea is to compute the partition rrc, check that it has at least two blocks $1, $2, ', &, r -> 2, and construct the sets of constraints C,,, 1 _-< rn _<-r, such that C, is C restricted to those constraints that involve members of S, only. THeOReM 1. If BUILD(S, C) returns a nonnull tree T, then T satisfies the constraint set C.
Proof. We proceed by induction on the size of S. The basis, one node, is trivial.
Suppose then that the theorem is true for all sets smaller than S. Because every recursive invocation of BUILD is applied to a set of strictly smaller size than S, we can assume that all recursive calls of BUILD obey the inductive hypothesis.
We must show that all constraints in C are satisfied by T. Accordingly, let (i, ]) < (k, l) be an arbitrary member of C. Two cases arise depending on whether k and are in the same or in different blocks. In the second case, where BUILD(S,, C,,) returns the null tree, let S,, be contained in the subtree rooted at child n of the root of T. Define T' to be the subtree of T with root n, after deleting all leaves not in $,, and any interior nodes none of whose descendant leaves are in $,,. Then T' satisfies C,,, T' is smaller than T, yet BUILD(S,, C,,) does not construct a nonnull tree. Thus T together with C was not the smallest counterexample to the theorem, as supposed.
As a single node cannot be counterexample to the theorem, we conclude that the theorem has no smallest counterexample. Since LEMMA 2. Let f(n) be the time needed to partition a set of n constraints subject to rules (1) and (2) of the previous section. Iff is monotonically nondecreasing, then the time consumed by BUILD when applied to a set of n constraints is O(nf(n)).
Proof. The worst-case running time occurs when the algorithm succeeds in synthesizing a nonnull tree, so we shall restrict our attention to analyzing this case. We shall proceed by assigning a cost to each node of the tree and summing the costs.
Since the top level call on BUILD involves n constraints, each of which can introduce at most 4n leaves into the tree, the synthesized tree has at most 4n leaves. (Leaves not mentioned in any constraint can be made children of the root of the final tree.) Because the branching factor at each internal node is at least 2, the number of internal nodes cannot exceed 4n 1.
At each internal node, BUILD partitions some subset of the original constraints and then spends a constant amount of time (exclusive of recursive calls) processing each block of the partition. Since f is monotonic, f(n) is certainly an upper bound on the cost of performing each partition. Moreover, since f must grow at least linearly with its argument, we can neglect the cost of distributing the constraints over the blocks of the partition when compared with f(n) and charge each internal node O(f(n)) units of time. Thus the time charged to all internal nodes is O((4n 1)f(n)) O(nf(n)). Since BUILD spends a constant amount of time at each leaf, the contribution of the leaves to the running time is O(n) for a total over all nodes of O(nf(n)). 71 The problem of producing a fast implementation of BUILD thus reduces to one of producing a fast partitioning algorithm. Let us first address this problem for the special case mentioned earlier. Proof. By Lemma 2, it suffices to show how to partition a set of n constraints in O(n) time. When all constraints are of the form (i, ])< (i, k), rule (2) of the partition constructing algorithm of 2 need never be applied explicitly. To see this, suppose that and k are in the same block. By rule (1), and ] must also be in the same block, and thus by transitivity, i, ], and k are all in the same block. Accordingly, it suffices to implement rule (1) alone.
If we take each leaf appearing in one or more constraints to be a node, and each constraint (i, ]) < (i, k) to represent an edge between and ], then we shall have a graph (actually, a multigraph) whose connected components represent the blocks of the partition we are looking for. Since it is easy to find connected components in time proportional to the number of edges [1], and the graph described above has at most n edges, we conclude that partitioning can be done in O(n) time. Proof. By Lemma 2, it suffices to show how to partition a set of n constraints in O(n log n) time. Blocks of the partition will be maintained using a set merging algorithm that supports the following operations"
(1) Given an element i, find the set that currently belongs to.
(2) Given two sets, merge them together and assign them a common name.
The particular set merging algorithm we need was originally described in [7] and operates as follows. An array S is maintained so that at all times S[i] gives the name of the set currently containing element i. This allows each find operation to be performed in constant time. Each set is represented by a linked list of the current members of the set and an integer specifying the cardinality of the set. Now suppose we want to merge sets and ]. Without loss of generality, let set have more members than set/'. Change S[k to for each element k in set/'. Then append the list of elements of set/" to the list of elements for set i. Finally, update the length of the new set i. It is easy to see that a merge operation can be performed in time proportional to the size of the smaller of the two sets being merged. Thus, starting with a collection of singleton sets, a sequence of n merges can be performed in time O(n log n).
Returning to the constraint partitioning algorithm, we can use the rules defining the partition zrc to transform a given set of constraints into a set of commands of the form ], which means that and/" must appear in the same block, and a set of implications of the form p =-q =), r--s, which means that if p is in the same block as q, then r must be in the same block as s. Fig. 4 .
Before proceeding, notice that each constraint gives rise to one command, which is immediately placed on O in step (2) , and two copies of an implication, say p q =), r s, which are placed on different lists. At most one of these copies will eventually cause the command r s to be placed on Q, and this will happen when a merge operation first causes p and q to become elements of the same block. Thus the total number of commands enqueued is at most 2n (n in step (2) and n in step (3)).
The time spent in steps (1) and (2) is clearly O(n). The time expended by the inner for loop of Step (3) is O(n log n) because each copy of an implication is only considered in this loop when it is being moved from a shorter to a longer list. Since no more than n-1 merges can be performed, no implication can be moved more than log: n-1 times. Thus the amount of work done in the inner for loop is O(n log n). The time spent in the rest of step (3), exclusive of the inner for loop, is expended in removing at most 2n commands from Q, doing at most O(n) finds and comparisons, and performing at most n 1 merges. This clearly requires O(n log n) time, and so the total time used by the algorithm in O(n log n). 71
Extensions. The tree synthesis algorithm of 2 and 3 can be extended to handle a more general set of constraints than the ones considered so far. More specifically, we can handle any collection of constraints of the following types'
(1) ( 
In the above constraints, two nodes of a tree are said to be comparable if one is the ancestor of the other, and incomparable otherwise. ) is incomparable to (k, l) is a constraint, then is in the same block as ], and k is in the same block as I. (7) No two leaves are in the same block of 7rc unless it follows from (1) through (6) .
These rules can shown to be both necessary and sufficient conditions for constructing a tree obeying a set of constraints (if one exists) using the procedure BUILD. Each rule involves adding one case to each of Theorem 1 and Lemma 1. A straightforward modification of the partitioning algorithm in 3 allows us to handle this wider class of constraints without increasing the running time claimed in Theorem 3. For a further generalization of this problem, see [6] . 4. An application to relational database queries. In [5] , Codd introduced relational algebra as a notation for expressing database queries. In [2] , [3] a class of relational expressions called SPJ-expressions was investigated in which the operands of an expression are relations and the operators are the relational algebra operations select, project and natural join.
In [3] it was shown that the value of an SPJ-expression can be represented in terms of a two-dimensional matrix called a tableau. A join-minimization procedure for SPJ-expressions was outlined in which a tableau is constructed from a given SPJexpression E. The tableau is then transformed into an equivalent minimum row tableau. From this minimum row tableau we can then construct an SPJ-expression that has the fewest joins of any relational expression equivalent to the original expression E.
Unfortunately relation is just the "current value" of a relation scheme. The relation is said to be defined on the set of attributes of the relation scheme. The operators select, project and join are defined as follows.
(1) Select. Let r be a relation on a set of attributes X, A an attribute in X, and c a value from the domain of A. Then the selection A c applied to r, written O'A= (r), is the subset of r having value c for attribute A.
(2) Project. Let r be a relation on a set of attributes X. Let Y be a subset of X. We define y(r), the projection of r onto Y, to be the relation obtained by removing all the components of the tuples of r that do not belong to Y and removing duplicate tuples. Similarly, two tableaux T1 and T2 are equivalent if, for all L T(I)= T:(I). Likewise, a tableau T is equivalent to an expression E(R,..., R) if, for all L T(I) E(r,. ., r) where ri 7rR,(I) for 1 <--<--n.
Representation oI SPJ-expressions by tableaux. Given an SPJ-expression E, we can construct a tableau T to represent the expression in the following manner. The construction proceeds inductively on the form of E.
(1) If E is a single relation scheme R, then the tableau T for E has one row and a summary such that:
(i) If A is an attribute in R, then in the column for A tableau T has the same distinguished variable in the summary and row.
(ii) If (c) Blank, otherwise. It is not hard to show that the tableau constructed by this procedure is equivalent to the given expression. Note that the number of rows in the resulting tableau is one more than the number of join operators in the original expression.
Example 5. Let A, B and C be the attributes, in that order, and suppose we are given the expression 7rA(o'=o(ABNBC)). By Rule Simple tableaux. A tableau is simple if in any column with a repeated nondistinguished variable there is no other symbol that appears in more than one row. For simple tableaux there exists a polynomial-time equivalence algorithm, whereas for general tableaux the equivalence problem is NP-complete [3] . In practice, it is not easy to find an SPJ-expression with a nonsimple tableau. The expression zrAc(ABBC)N(ABNBD) is a minimal expression that gives rise to a nonsimple tableau. The tableau is shown in Fig. 5 Although many relational expressions can be synthesized from the same tableau, the relational expression produced by our algorithm has a parse tree with the following properties:
(1) Each project operation is done as soon as possible (i.e., is as low in the parse tree as possible).
(2) Each select operation is applied to a leaf.
These two points are motivated by efficiency considerations; performing projections and selections as early as possible can significantly reduce the size of intermediate relations computed in the evaluation of a relational expression. We should point out,
however, that to evaluate a relational expression efficiently in practice, one must take into account many parameters of the database environment such as the costs of the various data access methods that are available and the nature of the data structures used to store the relations. See [8] , [9] , [10] , [12] for more discussion of query evaluation strategies.
We shall assume the leaves of a parse tree are labeled by relation schemes. In the absence of other information, we can choose as leaf labels relation schemes having as few attributes as possible. For example, the expressions 7"g A (A), 7"l'A (AB), 7rA (A C), and 7"gA (ABC) all have the same tableau. Of these expressions, 71"3 (A) is minimal in that the other expressions can be produced from it by simply adding one or more attributes to the relation scheme which is the operand of the expression. For the application considered here, however, the problem of deciding which relation scheme corresponds to which leaf of the tree vanishes. Here we are interested in minimizing the number of joins in a given SPJ-expression. One way to perform this optimization is to construct a tableau for the given expression, minimize the number of rows in the tableau using the procedure in [2] , and then convert the resulting tableau back to an SPJ-expression. The number of rows in the tableau is one more than the number of joins in the associated expression. In the process, it is easy to keep track of which rows correspond to which operands of the original expression. Since the tableau minimization algorithm of [2] can only delete rows but never change one, we can associate each leaf of the tree eventually produced with a relation scheme appearing in the original expression. Accordingly, we shall henceforth assume that each row of the tableaux under consideration is identified with some given relation scheme.
Let us initially consider a simple tableau T with no constants in the summary, although constants may appear in the rows. Let A be a column in which rows and/" have the same nondistinguished variable, and k a row with a distinguished variable in column A 1. If T comes from an expression, consider the parse tree P of that expression.
Each leaf of P corresponds to an operand relation scheme associated with some row of the tableau.
Suppose that in P (i, ]) is not a proper descendant of (i, k). Since (i, j) and (i, k) cannot be independent, it follows that (i, k) must be a descendant of (i,/'). Then consider the tableau constructed for the subexpression rooted at the node (i, k) of P. We assume that rows 1, 2, 3 and 4 come from relation schemes (AB), (BC), (CD) and (BC), respectively. Since bl is the only repeated nondistinguished variable in the tableau, the only constraints are (1, 2)< (1, 4) and (1, 2)< (2, 4) . Applying the procedure BUILD to these constraints we obtain the tree shown in Fig. 6 . Using the construction in the basis for node n5 we obtain the expression zrB(crA=o(AB)), while for the leaves//6,//3 and//4, the expressions (BC), (CD) and (BC) suffice. Using the construction in the inductive step for node n2 we obtain the expression zrc(zrB(rA=o(AB))N(BC)). We project onto column C because only column C has a distinguished variable in rows 1 or 2, and all occurrences of the repeated nondistinguished variable b are found in these rows. The expression for n is obtained by joining the above expression with (CD) and (BC) in any order. We should then project onto BCD, but this projection is seen to be superfluous, since the final join produces a relation over only those attributes. The parse tree for the final expression is shown in Fig. 7 (1) deleting constants from the summary, (2) synthesizing an expression for the resulting tableau, if it exists, and then (3) using the augment operator to introduce the constants into the tuples of the relation resulting from application of the expression from (2).
6. Finding a minimal expression equivalent to a given tableau. We should also consider a variant of the problem of finding an expression that yields a given tableau. In most circumstances it will be sufficient to find an expression that yields an equivalent tableau, that is, an expression defining the same mapping from universal instances to target relations as the tableau.
It turns out that this question is no harder than the original problem, as we can show that a tableau comes from an expression only if its minimal equivalent tableau does. Thus, if we minimize the number of rows in a tableau, then we can obtain an expression with the fewest joins equivalent to a given tableau since the number of rows in the tableau is one more than the number of joins in the resulting expression. THEOREM 6. If a tableau comes from an expression, then its minimal equivalent tableau comes from an expression.
Proof. It follows from [4] that any given tableau T has a minimal equivalent tableau T' (one with the fewest number of rows) such that each row of T' is a row of T. 
